
MOTOR CARAVANNERS’ CLUB CHILTERN GROUP
COMMITTEE MEETING

GREAT BOURTON VILLAGE HALL
11TH FEBRUARY 2023 13.10PM

Present Carole Ward - Chairperson

Pete Ingham - Secretary

Roy Ward - Treasurer

Sharon Heritage - Rally Officer

Shirley Ingham - Booking Secretary

Paul Walker - Communication

David Moth - Committee

Action

1 Day Meet Wash Up.
The day meet was attended by 27 people, including a few who had not
booked. We had 3 new members who attended for the first time, they
were introduced and have booked to go on rallies.
The bacon sandwiches and food went down very well and everyone said
how nice the venue was.
Chris Bedwell came up with the theme for the national as Bugsby Malone,
she suggested we dress in black and white with toy guns and custard pies
on the table.
Chris Bedwell is going to do the write up for the day meet.

2 New Years Rally
Carole had produced a spreadsheet with the approx, costs for the rally,
£5095. Catering was £18 per head for a 2 course meal which included a
hot first course, these costs included the hall hire, singer, disco and
drinks and raffle.
It has been decided to set the unit cost at £90 for 2 persons, with a £18
reduction for single occupancy and £18 for an extra person.
The full cost must be paid by November, a deposit was not finalised. /
We have 50 places at the school. Shirley is taking bookings.
Paul is to place advert on Facebook and Whatsapp
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3 Rallys
Bookings are going well for the rallies and people are letting Shirley know
about interest in the non bookable rally.
Ducklington Steam Fair, will be closed at 22 bookings and Roy will
arrange for the extra money to sub the difference in cost.
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Sharon is to contact the organiser and confirm payment method and let
her know the number of spaces needed.
Sharon is still having problems with Hayling Island responding to her
emails, Carole and Sharon were going to fill in forms together .
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4 Website.
Roy has confirmed that the website bill has been transferred to his name.
Pete is going to speak to Steve Wynn about continuing for a time to
manage the website.
We are going to put an appeal out to see if anyone knows about website
and might be willing to help
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Meeting was closed at 12:45


